TJ HAMMOND ON TRACK WITH MAN
Billericay haulier bolsters MAN fleet for Crossrail Project
TJ Hammond Transport Ltd. in Billericay has added five new MANs to its
specialist distribution fleet. The new vehicles, four TGX 26.440 6x2 tractors
and a TGL 8.180 7.5 tonner, will be used to service the company’s contract
on London’s Crossrail Project.
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TJ Hammond operates a full range of MAN vehicles, including 7.5 tonners,
18 and 26 tonne rigids, and maximum weight tractor units; the total fleet now
comprises 18 MAN trucks, most having been funded on Lease packages
through MAN Financial Services.
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The company has received full accreditaion from the Crossrail Project, the
ambitious cross-Capital railway and infrastructure scheme due for completion
in 2018. The accreditation covers trucks, facilities and personnel, and also
allows TJ Hammond to operate on a range of other development projects in
London, too.
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Additional safety specification, totalling around £1,200 per vehicle, includes
audible warnings for reversing and left-turns, a blind-spot indicator for drivers, front and rear facing cameras.
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Furthermore, TJ Hammond, is a ‛bronze level’ member of the Fleet Operator
Recognition Scheme (FORS) – a voluntary enterprise introduced by Transport for London to promote safety, efficiency and best practice by local truck
operators.
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“Our first MAN in 1998 was a used 7.5 tonner,” said Managing Director, Terry
Hammond, whose company goes back three generations, “and we bought
our first new ones in 2003. As is typical of German motor manufacture, the
MANs are built to the highest standard. They are reliable, efficient and our
drivers wouldn’t settle for anything less. We spoil them too, and their latest
tractor units even have fridges and microwave ovens.”
He added, “The excellent relationship with our MAN dealer, PCL, has of
course contributed to our long-term association with MAN. When the unexpected happens, we know we can rely on PCL.”
TJ Hammond Transport Ltd. is a dedicated full-load specialist and operates
throughout the UK and Ireland.
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The Transport Efficiency Program by MAN Truck & Bus
The amount of transport and traffic on Europe's roads continues to rise. At
the same time, the long-term dwindling of energy resources is making transport increasingly more expensive. As one of the world's leading manufacturers of buses and trucks, MAN Truck & Bus makes an important contribution
to the continued improvement of transport efficiency. MAN offers a comprehensive efficiency program to reduce total cost of ownership. Transport efficiency, consolidated in the fields of technology, service, the driver and future
expertise protects the environment and is added value for our customers.
www.blog.transport-efficiency.com

The MAN Group is one of Europe’s leading industrial players in transport-related engineering, with revenue of approximately €16.5 billion in
2011. As a supplier of trucks, buses, diesel engines, turbo machinery, and special gear units, MAN employs approximately 52,500 people
worldwide. Its business areas hold leading positions in their respective markets.
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